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Abstract

Nonthermal electron acceleration via magnetic reconnection is thought to play an important role in powering the
variable X-ray emission from radiatively inefficient accretion flows around black holes. The trans-relativistic
regime of magnetic reconnection—where the magnetization σ, defined as the ratio of magnetic energy density to
enthalpy density, is ∼1—is frequently encountered in such flows. By means of a large suite of two-dimensional
particle-in-cell simulations, we investigate electron and proton acceleration in the trans-relativistic regime. We
focus on the dependence of the electron energy spectrum on σ and the proton β (the ratio of proton thermal
pressure to magnetic pressure). We find that the electron spectrum in the reconnection region is nonthermal and can
be modeled as a power law. At low β, the slope, p, is independent of β and hardens with increasing σ as
p 1.8 0.7 s+ . Electrons are primarily accelerated by the nonideal electric field at X-points, either in the
initial current layer or in current sheets generated between merging magnetic islands. At higher values of β, the
electron power law steepens, and the electron spectrum eventually approaches a Maxwellian distribution for all
values of σ. At values of β near βmax≈1/4σ, when both electrons and protons are relativistically hot prior to
reconnection, the spectra of both species display an additional component at high energies, containing a few
percent of particles. These particles are accelerated via a Fermi-like process by bouncing between the reconnection
outflow and a stationary magnetic island

Key words: accretion, accretion disks – galaxies: jets – magnetic reconnection – radiation mechanisms: nonthermal
– X-rays: binaries

1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is widely thought to play an
important role in the episodic flaring activity of numerous
astrophysical systems, including blazar jets (Giannios 2013;
Nalewajko 2016; Petropoulou et al. 2016), pulsar wind nebulae
(Coroniti 1990; Lyubarsky & Kirk 2001; Zenitani &
Hoshino 2001; Kirk & Skjæraasen 2003; Contopoulos 2007;
Pétri & Lyubarsky 2008; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2011; Cerutti
et al. 2012, 2014; Philippov & Spitkovsky 2014; Cerutti &
Philippov 2017; see Sironi & Cerutti 2017 for a recent review),
gamma-ray bursts (Thompson 1994, 2006; Usov 1994; Spruit
et al. 2001; Drenkhahn & Spruit 2002; Lyutikov &
Blandford 2003; Giannios 2008), the Sun (Forbes &
Acton 1996; Yokoyama et al. 2001; Shibata & Magara 2011),
and accretion flows around black holes (Galeev et al. 1979; Di
Matteo 1998; Uzdensky & Goodman 2008; Li et al. 2015b;
Ball et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017). Through magnetic
reconnection, energy stored in magnetic fields is able to
dissipate into the ambient plasma, resulting in particle heating
and acceleration. Electrons accelerated to ultra-relativistic
energies can produce flares and high-energy emission. Many
of these astrophysical systems consist of low-density “colli-
sionless” plasmas, where the timescale for Coulomb collisions
is significantly longer than dynamical timescales. Here the
dynamics and energetics of magnetic reconnection can be
properly captured only by means of a fully kinetic framework,
which can be achieved via numerical techniques such as
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.

One of the key parameters that determines the outcome of
reconnection and the properties of the resulting particle

distribution is the magnetization of the ambient plasma, i.e.,
the ratio σ of magnetic energy density to enthalpy density.
Numerous studies have investigated the nonrelativistic (σ=1)
regime, which has applications to the solar corona and solar
flares (e.g., Drake et al. 2013; Dahlin et al. 2014; Shay
et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015a). The ultra-relativistic (σ?1)
regime has also been explored in detail, due to its relevance to
high-energy emission from blazar jets and pulsar wind nebulae
(e.g., Zenitani & Hoshino 2001; Lyubarsky & Liverts 2008;
Kagan et al. 2013; Guo et al. 2014, 2015, 2016; Melzani et al.
2014b; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014; Kagan et al. 2015;
Nalewajko et al. 2015; Sironi et al. 2016; Werner et al.
2016). However, only a limited number of studies have been
carried out in the trans-relativistic regime (σ∼1), addressing
particle heating (Rowan et al. 2017) and acceleration (Melzani
et al. 2014a; Werner et al. 2018). The trans-relativistic regime
is of particular interest to studies of radiatively inefficient
accretion flows around black holes, such as Sgr A* at our
Galactic center. Here current sheets with typical magnetizations
of σ∼1 are frequently observed in global MHD simulations
(Ball et al. 2018). Localized particle acceleration powered by
magnetic reconnection in these settings could give rise to high-
energy variability (Ball et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017).
Earlier investigations (e.g., Schoeffler et al. 2011, 2013;

Rowan et al. 2017) have shown that, in addition to the
magnetization σ, the initial plasma temperature, or, equiva-
lently, the proton β (i.e., the ratio of proton thermal pressure to
magnetic pressure), can affect the dynamics and energetics of
magnetic reconnection. In particular, Rowan et al. (2017)
explored the dependence of the electron and proton heating
efficiency on the magnetization σ, the proton β, and the
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electron-to-proton temperature ratio. However, the role of β on
nonthermal particle acceleration in the trans-relativistic regime
(σ∼1) remains largely unexplored.

The works by Melzani et al. (2014a, 2014b) were the first to
investigate particle acceleration in the trans-relativistic regime
of reconnection. They examined the energy partition between
protons and electrons and the electron power-law spectra, but
they employed a reduced proton-to-electron mass ratio, and
they only explored a relatively narrow range of β. Werner et al.
(2018) performed an extensive study across a wide range of σ,
from the trans-relativistic through the ultra-relativistic regime,
and reported how the reconnection rate, electron power-law
slope, and energy partition between electrons and protons
depend on σ. They found that the electron power-law slope
decreases with increasing σ (i.e., the spectrum hardens) and
provided an empirical fit p 1.9 0.7 s+ for the power-law
slope p of the electron spectrum. However, their study was
performed at a fixed value of proton beta β=0.01.

In this work, we investigate proton and electron nonthermal
acceleration in trans-relativistic reconnection, covering the
whole parameter space in σ and β and employing the physical
proton-to-electron mass ratio. For four values of the magne-
tization (σ=0.1, 0.3, 1, and 3), we explore a wide range of β,
from β=10−4 up to the maximum possible value of β, that is,
βmax≈1/4σ (we will discuss why this is the case in
Section 2). Our study goes beyond the current state of the art
in several respects: we explore for the first time the dependence
of the nonthermal electron spectrum on plasma β, and we
examine the role of various electron acceleration mechanisms
by tracking particles in our simulations. In addition, our
computational domains are larger than those of previous works
by at least a factor of ∼5. While we primarily focus on
electrons, we also present proton spectra and briefly investigate
proton acceleration mechanisms.

We find that the electron spectrum in the reconnection region
can be generally modeled as a nonthermal power law, but the
properties of the spectrum are strongly dependent on β. At
β3×10−3, the spectrum is dominated by a hard power
law, whose slope is insensitive to β and depends on σ as
p 1.8 0.7 s+ , in agreement with the result by Werner
et al. (2018). Electrons are primarily accelerated by the
nonideal electric field at X-points, either in the initial current
layer or in current sheets generated between merging magnetic
islands. At higher β, the electron power law steepens
significantly, and the electron spectrum gradually approaches
a Maxwellian distribution for all values of σ. At the highest
values of β near βmax≈1/4σ, when both electrons and protons
start relativistically hot, the spectrum of both species displays
an additional component at high energies containing a few
percent of particles, which are accelerated via a Fermi-like
process by bouncing between the reconnection outflow and the
stationary magnetic island at the boundary of our periodic
domain. For the main population of nonthermal electrons (i.e.,
excluding the additional component emerging at maxb b ),
we provide an empirical prescription for the dependence of the
power-law slope and acceleration efficiency on β and σ. The
results of our study can be used as subgrid models in global
MHD simulations of black hole accretion flows (e.g., Ressler
et al. 2015, 2016; Ball et al. 2016; Chael et al. 2017; Mao et al.
2017), potentially unveiling the origin of the flaring behavior of
Sgr A*

(Ponti et al. 2017).

We also investigate the dependence of our results on the size
of the simulation domain and find that the high-energy cutoff of
the electron spectrum increases with box size. Additionally, we
find that the electron spectra tend to steepen for larger
simulation domains, with a relatively weak dependence of the
power-law slope on box size.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we

describe the setup of our simulations. In Section 3, we show
and describe the time evolution of a representative simulation
and the evolution of its associated electron and proton energy
spectra. In Section 4, we explore the dynamics of the
reconnection layer as a function of σ and β and illustrate the
key differences between low- and high-β reconnection. In
Section 5, we show the electron and proton spectra for a
number of values of σ and β and provide an empirical fit to the
electron power-law slopes and acceleration efficiencies.
Finally, in Section 6, we show representative trajectories of
accelerated electrons for both a low-β and a high-β simulation.
We conclude and summarize in Section 7.

2. Simulation Setup

We perform a large suite of PIC simulations of antiparallel
magnetic reconnection using the publicly available code
TRISTAN-MP (Buneman 1993; Spitkovsky 2005). We employ
a two-dimensional (2D) simulation domain in the xy plane, but
we track all three components of velocity and electromagnetic
field vectors. We set up the system in Harris equilibrium, with a
magnetic field profile B xB ytanh 20 p= - D( ) ˆ, where B0 is the
strength of the reconnecting field in the ambient plasma andΔ is
the thickness of the sheet. Here B0 is related to the magnetization
parameter σ via B w40

2
0s p= , where w0 is the enthalpy density

of the ambient plasma w c u ue i e e i i0
2r r g g= + + +( ) ˆ ˆ , with

ρi,e, i e,ĝ , and ui,e being the mass densities, adiabatic indices, and
internal energy densities of ambient protons and electrons,
respectively. The temperature is specified through the proton β,
defined as n kT B8i i i 0

2b b pº = , where ni=ρi/mi is the
proton number density, Ti is the proton temperature, and mi is
the proton mass. Ambient electrons and protons start with the
same temperature, such that βe=βi=β (the total plasma-β,
including both species, is 2 β). In most cases, the ambient
protons are nonrelativistic, so the magnetization parameter as
defined with the proton rest mass B c4i i0

2 2s pr= is nearly
identical to the enthalpy-weighted magnetization σ defined
above. Each computational cell in the ambient plasma is
initialized with four particles per cell (i.e., Nppc=4), but we
have tested that our results are the same when using Nppc=16
(see Appendix C).
The thickness of the current sheet isΔ=80 c/ωp, where ωp

is the electron plasma frequency, given by
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Here e is the electron charge, me is the electron mass,
ne=ρe/me is the electron number density (which is also equal
to the proton number density ni), and θe is the dimensionless
electron temperature kT m ce e e

2q = in the ambient plasma. We
set up the initial Harris equilibrium by initializing the plasma in
the current sheet to be hot and overdense (by a factor of 3 with
respect to the background) so that its thermal pressure balances
the magnetic pressure outside the sheet. The particles in the
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current sheet are set up as a Maxwellian distribution drifting in
the z direction so that their electric current balances the curl of
the magnetic field. The hot particles that we set up in the
current layer are never included in the particle energy spectra
that we present below, since their properties depend on our
specific choice of initialization of the Harris sheet.

Our computational domain is periodic in the x direction of
the reconnection outflow in order to retain all accelerated
particles, while the box is continually enlarged in the y

direction, as two moving injectors that steadily inject
magnetized plasma into the simulation domain recede from
the current sheet at the speed of light along y ˆ. By employing
the moving injectors and a dynamically enlarging box (see
Sironi & Spitkovsky 2009 for further details), we can study the
late-time evolution of the system without being artificially
limited by the finite amount of plasma and magnetic flux that is
initially in the simulation domain. Additional computational
optimization is achieved by allowing the injectors to periodi-
cally “jump” back toward the current sheet, removing all
particles beyond the injectors and resetting the electromagnetic
fields to their initial values.

The length of the box in the x direction of the reconnection
outflow is Lx=16,620 cells, which corresponds to
L c5540x pw because we resolve the electron skin depth
c/ωp with three computational cells. As we describe in
Appendix C, we have tested that our results are the same
when the electron skin depth is resolved with six cells. We also
investigate the dependence of our results on the extent Lx of the
computational domain (up to a factor of two larger than our
reference runs; see Appendix A).

We trigger reconnection in the center of the box by
instantaneously removing the pressure of the hot particles
initialized in the center of the sheet (see Sironi et al. 2016). This
causes the current sheet to collapse and form two “reconnection
fronts,” which are pulled by magnetic tension along x ˆ

at roughly the Alfvén speed v c 1A s s= +( ) . We define
the Alfvénic crossing time as tA=Lx/vA. At t0.5 tA, the
reconnected plasma starts accumulating at the boundary of
the periodic simulation domain, where a “boundary island” forms.

The reason for our choice of triggering the simulations is the
following. Astrophysical current layers are likely to be thick,
making the timescale for spontaneous (or “untriggered”)
reconnection long compared to relevant dynamical timescales.
If, however, one part of the current sheet is especially thin,
perhaps due to larger-scale dynamical perturbations, this
region is most likely to go unstable via the tearing mode. In
this configuration, the signal of ongoing reconnection from the
thin region will propagate outward to the rest of the current
sheet before the latter has time to spontaneously become
unstable. For this reason, the dynamics of triggered reconnec-
tion may more closely mimic the dynamics of large-scale
astrophysical reconnection. Additionally, by triggering recon-
nection, we ensure that our results are as independent as
possible from the initial setup of the current sheet. In other
words, the final spectra will not depend on the (arbitrary)
choice of thickness, temperature, or overdensity of the initial
current sheet, which affect the fastest-growing wavelength of
the primary tearing mode and, in turn, the number of primary
plasmoids and X-points that are generated in the sheet. We
further discuss our choice of a triggered setup in Appendix B,
where we compare our results to the case of untriggered
reconnection, where the system goes unstable via numerical

noise, as in Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014). In Appendix B, we
also compare the results of triggered simulations with either
periodic or outflow boundaries in the x direction (for further
details on the implementation of the outflow boundary
conditions, see Sironi et al. 2016).
The physical and numerical parameters of our simulations

are summarized in Table 1. To fully map out the parameter
space of interest, we perform 33 simulations spanning four
different values of the magnetization: σ=0.1, 0.3, 1, and 3.
For each value of σ, we have multiple (at least seven)
simulations in which we vary the proton β from 10−4 up to the
maximum possible value of β, βmax≈1/4σ. This upper limit
in β is reached when both protons and electrons become
relativistically hot. In this limit, the internal energy densities
dominate over the rest mass energy densities, such that the
enthalpy density can be written as w u ue e i i0 g g+ ˆ ˆ . For

4 3e ig g= =ˆ ˆ , as appropriate for a 3D ultra-relativistic gas, the
magnetization tends to σ;1/4β, which defines an upper limit
on β at a given σ, equal to βmax≈1/4σ.
Due to computational constraints, PIC codes often employ a

reduced proton-to-electron mass ratio in order to decrease the
separation of scales between the two species. However, as
shown in Rowan et al. (2017), a choice of the mass ratio
smaller than the physical one can artificially affect the partition
of energy between electrons and protons in trans-relativistic
reconnection. Since it could also artificially affect the efficiency
and slope of nonthermal particle acceleration, we employ the
physical mass ratio mi/me=1836 in this study. While the box
length Lx measured in electron skin depths is independent of β
or σ, the box length in proton skin depths c/ωpi, where the
proton plasma frequency is given by

n e
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1
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p q

g
= +
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-⎛

⎝
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⎞

⎠
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ˆ

varies significantly with β due to the θe-dependent correction in
Equation (1). For most of our simulations, electrons start as
ultra-relativistically hot, while protons are nonrelativistic (our
maximum kT m ci i i

2q = is 0.2; see Table 1). As β increases,
the separation of electron and proton scales decreases, so our
domain is effectively larger in units of proton skin depth at
higher β (see Table 1). In Table 1, we also quote the extent of
our simulation domain in units of r m c eBe e e,hot

2
0s= (the unit

of length employed by Werner et al. 2018), which corresponds
to the Larmor radius of a relativistic electron with Lorentz
factor m me i i es s= .

3. Time Evolution of the Reconnection Layer

In order to illustrate the time evolution of a typical
simulation, we show in Figure 1 a series of 2D snapshots of
the particle number density for a run with σ=0.3 and
β=3×10−4. The lack of pressure support in the vicinity of
the center, resulting from our initial perturbation, triggers the
collapse of the current sheet (top panel in Figure 1) and the
formation of an X-point. In the following, we shall indicate this
X-point as the “primary X-point.” While in untriggered
systems, the tearing mode instability pinches the current sheet
at several locations, thus producing several primary X-points,
in our triggered setup, we only have one primary X-point. The
top panel also shows the two reconnection fronts, at
x≈±500 c/ωp, that are pulled toward the edges of the box
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by the tension of the magnetic field lines. In the underdense
region between these fronts, a secondary plasmoid begins to
form close to the center, as plasma flows in from above and
below the reconnection layer.

In the middle panel of Figure 1, the reconnection fronts are
approaching the edges of the box, and numerous secondary
plasmoids have formed in the layer separated by secondary
X-points (see, e.g., Loureiro et al. 2007; Uzdensky et al. 2010;
Huang & Bhattacharjee 2012; Takamoto 2013; and Comisso
et al. 2016 for the physics of secondary plasmoid formation).
By “secondary plasmoids,” we refer to structures that form
after the early collapse of the current sheet that contain particles
that belong to the ambient plasma (as opposed to the hot
population of particles initialized in the current sheet). A
secondary X-point is present between each pair of neighboring
secondary plasmoids. The largest plasmoid near the center of
the box, at x c300 pw- , is formed via mergers of several
smaller plasmoids and contains the highest-energy particles in
the system at this time (see Sironi et al. 2016 for a discussion of
the correlation between plasmoid size and maximum particle
energy).
In the final snapshot (bottom panel in Figure 1), the

outflowing fronts collide across the periodic boundaries,
forming a large magnetic island that sits passively at the edge
and acts as a reservoir for accelerated particles. In the
following, we shall refer to this structure as the “boundary
island” and reserve the term “plasmoids” to refer only to
secondary islands. Secondary plasmoids forming in the sheet
are eventually advected into the boundary island by the tension
of the field lines. A current sheet forms at the interface between
the boundary island and each secondary plasmoid that is
merging into it. As we will show in Section 6, this interface is a
site of efficient electron acceleration.

3.1. Defining the Reconnection Region

The spectrum from the entire simulation domain includes
both pre and post-reconnection plasma. Because of this, it is
prudent to have a scheme to distinguish between particles that
have undergone reconnection and particles that are still in the
colder upstream region. This is an important step to correctly
interpret the spectra and avoid mistaking the region between
the pre- and post-reconnection spectra as part of the true

Table 1

Simulation Parameters

Run σ σi β Lx (c/ωpi) Lx (re,hot) kT m ci i
2

A0 0.1 0.1 1×10−4 125 406 5×10−6

A1 0.1 0.1 3×10−4 127 417 1.5×10−5

A2 0.1 0.1 10−3 134 453 5×10−5

A3 0.1 0.1 3×10−3 158 542 1.5×10−4

A4 0.1 0.1 0.01 233 776 5×10−4

A5 0.1 0.1 0.02 312 1020 1×10−3

A6 0.1 0.1 0.1 664 2110 5×10−3

A7 0.1 0.11 0.3 1138 3978 0.02

A8 0.1 0.16 1.5 4133 7269 0.1

B0 0.3 0.3 1×10−4 127 241 1.5×10−5

B1 0.3 0.3 3×10−4 134 261 5×10−5

B2 0.3 0.3 10−3 156 313 1.5×10−4

B3 0.3 0.3 3×10−3 232 448 5×10−4

B4 0.3 0.3 6×10−3 312 589 1×10−3

B5 0.3 0.3 0.01 375 701 1.5×10−3

B6 0.3 0.3 0.03 664 1218 5×10−3

B7 0.3 0.34 0.11 1138 2296 0.02

B8* 0.3 0.72 0.55 4133 4956 0.2

C0 1 1 1×10−4 134 143 5×10−5

C1 1 1 3×10−4 157 171 1.5×10−4

C2 1 1 10−3 232 245 5×10−4

C3 1 1 3×10−3 375 384 1.5×10−3

C4 1 1 0.01 664 667 5×10−3

C5 1 1.1 0.03 1138 1107 0.015

C6 1 1.3 0.08 2069 1827 0.05

C7* 1 2.4 0.16 4133 2713 0.2

D0 3 3 10−4 157 99 1.5×10−4

D1 3 3 3×10−4 232 141 5×10−4

D2 3 3 10−3 375 221 1.5×10−3

D3 3 3.1 3×10−3 664 385 5×10−3

D4 3 3.3 0.01 1138 639 0.015

D5* 3 4.0 0.026 2069 1055 0.05

D6* 3 7.2 0.055 4133 1566 0.2

Note. Summary of the physical and numerical parameters of our simulations. All
simulations are performed with the physical mass ratio, equal electron and proton
temperatures, a resolution of three cells per electron skin depth, and 5440 electron
skin depths along the current layer. All simulations are evolved for L v2 x A.

Figure 1. The 2D snapshots of density depicting the time evolution from a
simulation with σ=0.3 and β=3×10−4

(run B1) at three different times.
The top, middle, and bottom panels correspond to 0.13, 0.52, and 1.19 Alfvén
crossing times, respectively. We normalize the density to the initial number of
particles per cell in the ambient plasma, Nppc.
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particle distribution resulting from reconnection. In order to
extract the spectrum of the plasma that has undergone
reconnection, uncontaminated by the cold upstream plasma,
we use a mixing criterion to identify regions where reconnec-
tion has occurred (as first proposed in Daughton et al. 2014 and
described in Rowan et al. 2017). In short, we tag particles with
an identifier that specifies whether they were initialized above
or below the current sheet. We can then identify the cells where
particles have mixed to a sufficient degree and, in doing so,
define the “reconnection region,” predominantly populated by
particles that have been processed by reconnection. We take a
mixing fraction of one part in 100 as our lower limit to define
this region. Using this technique, we are able to cleanly
separate the particles that are part of a region that has
undergone reconnection from the colder upstream plasma. For
the remainder of this paper, any reference to the “reconnection
region” refers to the region defined by this criterion. We show
in Figure 2 the result of applying this method to the snapshot
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1. We see that the
reconnection region (yellow) is cleanly separated from the
upstream plasma (dark purple).

3.2. Time Evolution of the Energy Spectra

Having seen how the density evolves with time, and where
and when various structures such as plasmoids and X-points
form, we now examine the time evolution of the electron and
proton energy spectra from the same simulation shown in
Figure 1. We present the time evolution of the electron and
proton spectra in the top and bottom panels of Figure 3,
respectively. For both species, our spectra only include the
particles that start in the ambient plasma (i.e., we exclude the
contribution of the hot population that we set up in the current
layer, whose properties depend on the initialization of the
Harris sheet). At each time, the spectrum includes all the
particles in a fixed region delineated by ≈0.2Lx on each side of
the current sheet (bounded by the red lines in Figure 2). On
each curve, we also indicate with a thicker line the energy
range where the fractional contribution of the reconnection
region to the overall spectrum is greater than 75%. We can thus
identify the time evolution of the spectrum within the
reconnection region itself, which we will refer to as the
“post-reconnection spectrum.”

In the top panel of Figure 3, we present the evolution of the
electron spectrum, which shows two components. The bump

peaking at γ−1≈0.2 is populated by the cold upstream
electrons and is, in fact, well described by a Maxwellian
distribution with the temperature that we employ to initialize
ambient electrons. The high-energy component, which peaks at
γ≈20, is populated by particles that have been processed by
reconnection. The high-energy component is consistent with a
single nonthermal population having a power-law slope of
p d N dlog log 2.9g= - = that extends from the peak at
γ≈20 up to γ≈1000, where it cuts off exponentially. For
reference, we show a power-law spectrum with an index of 2.9
with a dashed black line. The power law starts right at the peak
of the high-energy component, a common feature of magnetic
reconnection (Cerutti et al. 2012, 2014; Melzani et al. 2014a,
2014b; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014; Guo et al. 2015; Li
et al. 2015a; Cerutti & Philippov 2017; Werner et al. 2018).

Figure 2. Reconnection region (yellow) identified based on the mixing
criterion described in the text. The snapshot refers to the same simulation
shown in Figure 1 (σ=0.3, β=3×10−4, B1) at the last time shown (bottom
panel in Figure 1). We see that our mixing criterion properly isolates the
reconnected overdense plasma from the cold upstream plasma. The red lines
delimit the region in which the total spectra are calculated, as we will discuss in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Time evolution of the electron (top) and proton (bottom) energy
spectra for the simulation shown in Figure 1, with σ=0.3 and β=3×10−4

(run B1), corresponding to an initial proton thermal spread of θi=5×10−5.
The time sequence (from yellow to blue, with red marking the final time) is
indicated in the bottom panel, in units of the Alfvénic crossing time
t L vxA A= . In each panel, thicker lines indicate the energy range where the
spectrum is mostly contributed by particles in the reconnection region (by more
than 75%). In the top panel, the dashed orange line shows the initial electron
Maxwellian for comparison, and the dashed black line represents a power law
with slope p d N dlog log 2.9g= - = . In the top panel, the proton spectrum
at the final time (i.e., red curve in the bottom panel) is overplotted in cyan for
comparison, with the horizontal axis rescaled by mi/me. Since ms=me for
electrons and ms=mi for protons, the horizontal axis in the top panel
represents the kinetic energy of each species in units of the electron rest mass.
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Moreover, the power-law index is established early on in the
evolution of the electron energy distribution and does not
change appreciably from t=0.67 tA to 1.89 tA. The high-
energy cutoff of the electron power law steadily increases as
larger plasmoids form and merge with each other or with the
boundary island (e.g., Melzani et al. 2014a; Sironi et al. 2016;
Werner et al. 2016).

In the bottom panel of Figure 3, we show the time evolution
of the proton energy spectrum. The proton spectrum in the
reconnection region resembles a power law at late times,
similar to the electron spectrum. In the top panel, the proton
spectrum at the final time (t=1.89 tA) is shown with a cyan
line, with the horizontal axis scaled by mi/me in order to
compare with the electron spectrum. In other words, the
horizontal axis in this figure indicates the kinetic energy of both
species in units of the electron rest mass energy. By comparing
the cyan line for protons with the red line for electrons, we see
that the proton mean energy in the reconnection region is about
an order of magnitude larger than the electron mean energy (see
Rowan et al. 2017 and Werner et al. 2018 for a discussion of
electron and proton heating in trans-relativistic reconnection).
However, we also find that the proton spectrum has a steeper
slope than the electron spectrum and that it spans a smaller
range of energies.

The most dramatic difference between electron and proton
spectra, though, is in their temporal evolution. At early times, the
proton spectrum in the reconnection region is nearly monochro-
matic, with a pronounced peak at 1 0.15 2g s- » » , as
expected from the characteristic kinetic energy of reconnection
outflows (moving at v cA s~ ~ ). Starting at t≈0.8 tA, the
spectrum develops a power-law-like tail. This transition occurs
around the time when the two reconnection fronts interact across
the periodic boundaries at a time between panels (b) and (c) of
Figure 1, forming the large boundary island. This suggests that the
interface between the reconnection outflows and the boundary
island might be a promising source of nonthermal proton
acceleration, as we further explore in Section 6. We note that
the development of a nonthermal proton distribution is not a
peculiar consequence of our choice of triggering reconnection at
the center of our domain. We observe the same evolution of the
proton spectrum in untriggered runs, where the tearing mode is
allowed to grow spontaneously.

In summary, protons develop a nonthermal tail only after
t≈0.8 tA, when the two reconnection fronts interact across the
periodic boundaries. In contrast, electrons display a nonthermal
component since early times. Although we only show here one
particular choice of σ and β, this trend holds across all of our
low-β simulations (the cases with β approaching βmax are an
exception, as we discuss below). These differences between the
temporal evolution of electron and proton spectra point toward
different acceleration mechanisms for the two species, as we
discuss further in Section 6. In particular, we will show that in
low-β cases, electrons are significantly accelerated at their first
interaction with the layer by the nonideal electric field at
X-points. The early evidence for nonthermal electrons then
comes from the fact that X-points appear since the earliest
stages of evolution of the layer (see Figure 1).

4. The Role of β in the Dynamics of the Reconnection Layer

In this section, we illustrate how the dynamics in the
reconnection layer depends on plasma beta and magnetization.
First, we study the role of β in the development of 2D

structures in the reconnection region such as secondary
plasmoids and X-points. We then investigate the dependence
on σ and β of the inflow rate (or, equivalently, the rate of
magnetic field dissipation). In the next section, we will study
the dependence on σ and β of the particle energy spectrum.
We show in Figure 4 the 2D density structure of three

simulations with fixed σ=0.3 and varying β: β=0.0003
(top), 0.01 (middle), and 0.55 (bottom). In Figure 5, we show
snapshots from three simulations with σ=3 (so, one order of
magnitude higher than in Figure 4) and different β: β=0.0003
(top), 0.01 (middle), and 0.055 (bottom). For both figures, the
snapshots are taken at t≈tA, after the reconnection fronts have
reached the boundaries of the box.
In the low-σ case with σ=0.3, we see a clear difference in

the structure of the current sheet between low- and high-β
simulations. At low β, the current layer is pinched by the
secondary tearing mode at multiple locations along the sheet,
resulting in numerous secondary X-points and plasmoids.
In contrast, the highest-β case, which is close to
βmax≈1/4σ;0.8, displays a smooth density profile in the
reconnection outflows, with only marginal evidence for two
secondary plasmoids. No prominent X-points are detected at
high β, with the exception of the primary X-point located at the
center of the layer resulting from our initial perturbation of the
current sheet.

Figure 4. The 2D density structure at t≈tA for a suite of simulations with
fixed σ=0.3 and varying β: β=0.0003 (top), 0.01 (middle), and 0.55
(bottom), corresponding to simulations B1, B5, and B8. In the lowest-β case
(top), the reconnection layer is fragmented into numerous plasmoids separated
by secondary X-points, whereas the highest-β case (bottom) shows a smoother
density profile along the reconnection outflows.
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In the high-σ simulations with σ=3, the dependence on β is
less pronounced. We do, however, see that the lowest-β case
has larger plasmoids and that its current layer is broken up into
distinct high-density plasmoids, separated by low-density
regions. In comparison, the highest-β simulation in the bottom
panel (with β approaching βmax≈1/4σ;0.08) still presents
several secondary plasmoids, but the density profile between
neighboring plasmoids is smoother than at lower β. In other
words, the density contrast between secondary plasmoids and
X-points seems to get reduced with increasing β.

In summary, the fragmentation of the current sheet into
secondary plasmoids separated by secondary X-points becomes
increasingly pronounced at lower β (for fixed σ) and higher σ
(for fixed β; see also Sironi et al. 2016 for the same conclusion
in the ultra-relativistic regime σ?1). It is likely that these
structural differences in the appearance of the reconnection
layer play a key role in whether efficient particle acceleration
occurs, as we will discuss in Section 6.

4.1. Reconnection Rate

In the whole range of σ and β we investigate in this work, we
calculate the mean inflow rate, which corresponds to the rate of
magnetic field dissipation (i.e., to the so-called “reconnection
rate”). At each time, we compute the spatial average of the y
component of the flow velocity in a region close to the center
of the domain, covering the range y c400 p w∣ ∣ and

x c1000 p w∣ ∣ . This area is sufficiently large that it allows
us to obtain a proper estimate of the steady-state inflow rate,
and it is chosen to exclude the boundary island, which
artificially inhibits the plasma inflow rate in its vicinity.
In Figure 6, we show the temporal evolution of the inflow

rate for four representative simulations that have a fixed
σ=0.3 and range in β over three orders of magnitude. The
inflow speed is measured in units of the upstream Alfvén
velocity vA. At early times (ωpt5000), the inflow rate
steadily increases, as the reconnection fronts move away from
the center of the domain, and the region of inflowing plasma
extends further and further in both the x and y directions. After
the reconnection rate reaches its peak, it settles around a
constant value (with only a slight decrease at later times).
Eventually, the boundary island could grow large enough to
inhibit the inflow of particles and magnetic flux, and the
reconnection rate would artificially drop to zero. Figure 6
suggests that, for the time span covered by our simulations, the
computational domain is sufficiently large to properly capture
the steady state of reconnection without artificial effects from
the periodic boundaries.
At low β, the inflow rate displays significant fluctuations.

After the peak, the reconnection rate drops. This is due to the
fact that the first secondary plasmoids tend to form around the
center of the box, and their pressure slightly inhibits the inflow
of surrounding upstream plasma. Once the plasmoids get
advected by the field tension toward the boundary island, the
upstream plasma can freely flow into the layer, which explains
the second peak in the reconnection rate (at ωpt∼9500 for
β=10−4 and ωpt∼13,000 for β=10−3

). These oscillations
in the temporal profile of the inflow rate are observed for all of
our low-β cases.
From Figure 6, it is clear that the inflow rate is nearly

independent of β in the low-β regime, but it tends to decrease at
higher β. This is further confirmed by Figure 7, where we
present, as a function of σ and β, the mean reconnection rate,
averaged from the peak time to a time 3000 ωp

−1
(∼0.3 tA)

after the peak time, when the reconnection process is steadily
active. The error bars in Figure 7 indicate the standard
deviation, which is larger at lower β, where the copious

Figure 5. The 2D density structure at t≈tA for a suite of simulations with
fixed σ=3 and varying β: β=0.0003 (top), 0.01 (middle), and 0.055
(bottom), corresponding to simulations D1, D4, and D6. Secondary plasmoids
form for all values of β, with larger plasmoids appearing in the lowest-β
simulation.

Figure 6. Time evolution of the inflow rate, in units of the upstream Alfvén
speed, for four different simulations at fixed σ=0.3 and varying β
(simulations B0, B2, B6, and B7, in order of increasing β). The inflow speed
tends to decrease at higher β.
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formation of secondary plasmoids causes pronounced oscilla-
tions in the inflow rates, as we have discussed above.

From Figure 7, we see that the inflow rate for β10−2 is
nearly independent of σ, but it gets lower and lower for
increasing β. This behavior was noted in MHD simulations by
Ni et al. (2012) and in PIC simulations by Rowan et al. (2017).
For β10−2, the inflow rate is nearly β-independent (with the
exception of σ=3) and tends to increase with σ when
approaching the relativistic regime σ1 (see Sironi
et al. 2016 for the dependence of the inflow rate on
magnetization in the ultra-relativistic regime σ?1). The
low-β limit at σ1 is consistent with a fixed value of the
reconnection rate, of order ∼0.1 vA. As we further discuss in
the next two sections, the dependence of the inflow velocity on
β and σ will be mirrored by the magnitude of the electric field
in the reconnection region, which in turn impacts the rate of
particle acceleration.

5. Dependence on β and σ of the Electron Energy Spectra

In this section, we investigate the role of σ and β on the
physics of nonthermal particle acceleration, with a focus on
electron acceleration. We first describe how we characterize the
nonthermal electron energy spectrum in the reconnection
region, finding that it can be generally modeled as a power
law. We quantify how the slope of the power law and the
electron acceleration efficiency depend on β and σ. We also
discuss an additional high-energy component that appears for β
approaching βmax in both electron and proton spectra.

5.1. Characterizing the Electron Energy Spectra

As an illustrative example of how we characterize the
properties of electron spectra, we show in Figure 8 the electron
energy distribution for a simulation with σ=0.3 and
β=0.003. The solid blue line depicts the electron spectrum
measured in a slab with y c1000 p w∣ ∣ , as delimited by the
red lines in Figure 2. As before, the portion of the blue curve
plotted with a thicker blue line in Figure 8 indicates the energy
range where the reconnection region contributes more than
75%. The dashed orange line shows the Maxwellian distribu-
tion initialized in the inflow region, demonstrating that the low-
energy bump in the electron spectrum is populated by particles

that have yet to experience the reconnection process. The high-
energy component is a genuine by-product of the reconnection
physics and can be modeled as a power law (compare with the
dashed red line, which has a slope of p=2.9).
In order to estimate the power-law slope of the high-energy

tail of a given spectrum, we identify the range over which the
spectrum is well fit by a power law. First, we isolate the
spectrum of the reconnection region and fit its peak with a
relativistic Maxwellian fMB (γ, θ) (shown by the dashed blue
line in Figure 8). Second, we identify the point at which the
spectrum exceeds the Maxwellian by a factor of 3; this serves
as the lower limit of the extent of the power law. Third, we
identify a high-energy cutoff, where the spectrum is suppressed
below a preliminary by-eye power law by a factor of 2. We
then fit a power law between these lower and upper limits.
While there is some uncertainty in the power-law index
associated with this fitting procedure, we have found that it is
significantly smaller than the scatter inherent in the simulations
due to the stochastic nature of the plasmoid chain, which can
cause variations in the power-law slope up to ∼0.3. This is
consistent with the findings of Werner et al. (2018), where they
run numerous simulations with the same physical parameters
and find that the scatter from simulation to simulation
dominates over the uncertainty of their fits. We have also
experimented with fitting the spectra from several simulations
with kappa distributions and found that the best-fitting power-
law slopes were consistent with the power laws we had inferred
with our simpler method.
In addition to the power-law slope, we quantify the

efficiency of reconnection in producing nonthermal particles.
The spectrum exceeds the Maxwellian distribution, depicted
with a dashed blue line in Figure 8, for γ>γpk, where γpk
denotes the peak of the spectrum. Based on this, we can
quantify the efficiency of electron acceleration by integrating
the excess of the electron spectrum with respect to the best-
fitting Maxwellian for γ>γpk, normalized to the overall
energy content of the spectrum. Thus, we define the nonthermal

Figure 7. Temporal averages of the inflow rate as a function of σ and β, in
units of the upstream Alfvén velocity. The error bars indicate the standard
deviation, which is larger at low β for the copious formation of secondary
plasmoids.

Figure 8. Electron spectrum for a simulation with σ=0.3 and β=0.003
(simulation B3) taken at t=2 tA. The solid blue line shows the overall
spectrum in the slab delimited by the red lines in Figure 2, and the thicker blue
line marks the energy range where the spectrum is mostly contributed by the
reconnection region (yellow area in Figure 2). The dashed blue line shows the
Maxwellian fit to the peak of the spectrum in the reconnection region, the red
dashed line shows the best-fitting power law, and the orange dashed line
depicts the Maxwellian distribution initialized in the inflow region.
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where θ is the best-fit dimensionless temperature. In
Section 5.4, we will employ this strategy to characterize how
the nonthermal acceleration efficiency and electron power-law
slope depend on plasma beta and magnetization by taking the
electron spectrum at t≈2 tA, when the spectral shape has
saturated.

We conclude this subsection with two cautionary remarks.
First, as we discuss in Section 5.2, the electron spectrum
softens with increasing β. This makes the determination of the
electron power-law slope and nonthermal efficiency less
accurate for higher values of β. Second, as we describe in
Section 5.3, a peculiarity of the extreme cases with β∼βmax is
the presence of a separate high-energy spectral component
containing a few percent of particles. As we discuss below, the
particles belonging to this additional component experience a
different energization process than the bulk of electrons
accelerated by reconnection. For this reason, we neglect this
additional component when characterizing the nonthermal
acceleration efficiency. In practice, for the small set of
simulations with β∼βmax, we identify the Lorentz factor
where the additional component starts, and we take this as an
upper limit in Equation (2), rather than integrating up to
infinity.

5.2. Dependence on β and σ of Electron Energy Spectra

In this section, we present a few representative electron
energy spectra to illustrate their dependence on β and σ. All the
spectra are measured at t=2 tA. As usual, thicker lines
indicate the spectral range dominated by particles residing in
the reconnection region.

In Figure 9, we show five electron spectra from simulations
with σ=0.3 and a wide range of β. At low beta
(β3×10−3

), the post-reconnection spectra, shown by blue

and green thick lines, peak at γ∼20, regardless of β. This is
consistent with the results of Rowan et al. (2017), who showed
that, at sufficiently low β, the reconnection process converts a
fixed amount of magnetic energy into electron energy,
regardless of the initial β. In addition, Figure 9 shows that
the shape of the post-reconnection spectrum is nearly the same
for all values of β3×10−3. Both the power-law slope and
the high-energy cutoff are insensitive to the plasma-β in the
range β3×10−3. The small degree of variation in the slope
and high-energy cutoff between the cases with β=3×10−3

and 3×10−4 is due to the stochastic nature of the plasmoid
chain. In fact, in the β=3×10−3 simulation, a sequence of
consecutive mergers leads to the formation of an unusually
large secondary plasmoid. Each merger is accompanied by
efficient electron acceleration, and the peculiar merger history
of the β=3×10−3 case results in the high-energy slope
being slightly harder and extending to higher energies than in
other simulations with comparable β.
At higher β values, the separation between the thermal peak

of inflowing particles and the post-reconnection component
shrinks, since the energy content in magnetic fields available
for dissipation becomes an increasingly smaller fraction of the
plasma thermal energy. In these high-β cases, the spectrum of
the plasma that has undergone reconnection can only be
identified using our mixing criterion, which is based on the
spatial distinction between the upstream flow and the post-
reconnection region, rather than a spectral distinction. When β
increases beyond ∼10−2, we find that the power-law slope
steadily steepens and the overall spectrum eventually resembles
a single Maxwellian distribution. This trend holds for all of the
magnetizations we have investigated, as we further discuss in
Section 5.4.
In Figures 10 and 11, we explore how the electron spectra

change when varying σ at fixed β. As σ increases, the amount
of magnetic energy available for dissipation increases, which
accounts for the shift to higher energies in the peaks of post-
reconnection spectra. More interestingly, for β=3×10−4

(Figure 10), we see that the post-reconnection spectrum
becomes significantly harder with increasing σ, with the
maximum electron energy also increasing with σ (as found in

Figure 9. Electron spectra for fixed σ=0.3 and varying β, as indicated in the
legend (simulations B1, B3, B5, B6, and B7), calculated at t≈2 tA. At low β,
the spectral shape converges (e.g., the blue and green curves have the same
spectral slope), but as β increases, the power law steepens significantly.
Thicker lines indicate post-reconnection spectra.

Figure 10. Electron spectra for a set of simulations with fixed β=3×10−4

and varying σ, as indicated in the legend (simulations A1, B1, C1, and D1),
measured at t≈2 tA. As σ increases, the spectra broaden and the slope
hardens.
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Melzani et al. 2014b). The same is observed for β=0.01
(Figure 11), although the trend is not as prominent.

This trend—of harder spectral slopes for higher σ—has been
already discussed by Werner et al. (2018). In fact, the four
simulations in Figure 11 have the same physical parameters as
in Werner et al. (2018), where the dependence on σ was
investigated for the specific case of β=0.01. In Werner et al.
(2018), the electron power-law slopes for σ=0.1, 0.3, 1,
and 3 were measured to be 4.0, 3.3, 2.8, and 2.4, respectively.
For these same values of σ and β, we measure power-law
indices of 4.3, 3.8, 3.6, and 3.2; i.e., we find that our spectra are
systematically softer than those in Werner et al. (2018). We
attribute this discrepancy to the combination of two effects.
First, our simulation domain for β=0.01 is about five times
larger than that of Werner et al. (2018). As we discuss in
Appendix A, larger domains systematically lead to steeper
electron spectra. Second, as we describe in Appendix B, we
find appreciable differences in the hardness of the electron
spectrum between our setup, where reconnection is triggered in
response to a large-scale perturbation, and the untriggered case,
where the reconnection spontaneously evolves from particle
noise. In particular, the untriggered setup generally leads to
harder electron spectra. We have verified that we recover the
power-law slopes quoted by Werner et al. (2018) in the case of
untriggered simulations with the same box size that they
employ.

5.3. The Additional High-energy Component at β∼βmax

A peculiarity of the extreme cases with β∼βmax, which are
marked with asterisks in Table 1, is the presence of a separate
high-energy spectral component emerging at late times. In
Figure 12, we show the temporal evolution of the electron
spectrum in the simulation that shows the strongest evidence
for this additional component (i.e., the case with σ=1
and β=0.16).

At early times (ttA), the high-energy part of the spectrum
is very steep and barely distinguishable from the upstream
Maxwellian. At later times (ttA), an additional component
appears at high energies. It develops around the time when the
boundary island is formed by the interaction of the two

reconnection fronts across the periodic boundaries. As we show
in Section 6, the electrons belonging to this additional high-
energy component are accelerated by bouncing between the
reconnection outflow and the boundary island, in a process
reminiscent of the Fermi mechanism. This additional high-
energy component is a generic outcome of high-β reconnec-
tion. In particular, it is not an artificial by-product of our choice
of a triggered reconnection setup, since it also appears in
untriggered simulations, as we show in Appendix B.
In Figure 12, we also show with a cyan line the proton

spectrum at the final time. We find that the proton spectrum
displays a similar high-energy component, with just a slightly
higher normalization. In other words, electrons and protons are
subject to the same acceleration mechanism. In retrospect, this
is not surprising: in the limit that β approaches βmax, the
upstream protons become trans-relativistic (θi=0.2 for the
case we show). Because the upstream electrons are also
relativistic, the two species have comparable Larmor radii and
are then expected to be accelerated in a similar fashion.

5.4. Dependence of the Power-law Slope and Acceleration
Efficiency on β and σ

In this section, we summarize our results on the dependence
of the electron energy spectrum on magnetization and plasma
beta. In Figure 13, we show how the electron power-law slope
depends on β and σ, and in Figure 14, we present the
dependence on β and σ of the efficiency of nonthermal electron
acceleration, as defined in Equation (2).
In Figure 13, filled circles indicate the slope of the main

component of accelerated electrons, while crosses represent the
slope of the additional component that emerges for β≈βmax at
late times. We also show the values of βmax for each σ with
vertical dashed lines. When focusing on the filled circles, two
trends are evident. First, at fixed β, the power-law slope is
harder for higher σ (see also Werner et al. 2018). Second, at
fixed σ, the slope is independent of β for β3×10−3, but it
increases at higher values of β, eventually resulting in a

Figure 11. Electron spectra for a set of simulations with fixed β=0.01 and
varying σ, as indicated in the legend (simulations A4, B5, C4, and D4),
measured at t≈2 tA. This choice of β is the same as in the work by Werner
et al. (2018).

Figure 12. Time evolution of the electron spectrum in the simulation with
σ=1 and β=0.16 (simulation C7) that shows the strongest evidence for the
additional high-energy component seen as maxb b . We show the upstream
electron Maxwellian with a dashed orange line. The proton spectrum at the
final time is shown with the cyan line, with the horizontal axis rescaled by the
mass ratio for comparison. Time is in units of the Alfvénic crossing
time t L vxA A= .
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nonthermal tail that is too steep to be distinguishable from a
Maxwellian distribution.

It is possible to express the results of these PIC calculations
in an analytical form and employ these prescriptions as a
subgrid model in larger-scale simulations of trans-relativistic
plasmas. To this end, we empirically fit the combined
dependence of the electron slope p on plasma β and
magnetization σ using the functional form

p A B Ctanh , 3p p pb= + ( ) ( )

where

A B C1.8 0.7 , 3.7 , 23.4 . 4p p p
0.19 0.26s s s= + = =- ( )

We show this fit with solid lines in Figure 13. For Ap, we have
employed an expression similar to that of Werner et al. (2018),

which properly captures the σ-dependence of our results in the
limit β=1.3 Specifically, in this low-β regime, the expression
for the electron power-law slope approaches p;1.8 for
σ?1, whereas it approaches infinity in the nonrelativistic
limit σ=1.
This fit is only applicable to the slopes derived from the main

component of the spectrum, i.e., we exclude the additional
high-energy component found for β∼βmax. In addition, the
steepness of the spectra for β0.1 limits the robustness of the
fits beyond this β value. For this reason, the fits above
β∼0.1 are indicated with dotted lines.
In addition to the power-law slope, we have also quantified

the efficiency of nonthermal electron acceleration on β and σ of
the plasma. It is evident from Figure 14 that the dependence
of the efficiency on σ and β mirrors the trends described
above for the power-law slope. At low β, where the power-
law slope is hard, the efficiency saturates at a value that is
independent of β but systematically larger for higher values of
σ. In the other extreme, for β3×10−3, because the electron
spectrum becomes significantly softer, the nonthermal effi-
ciency approaches zero.
The combined dependence of the electron nonthermal

efficiency ò on plasma β and magnetization σ can be
empirically fit as

A B Ctanh , 5    b= + ( ) ( )

where
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We show the fits in Figure 14 with solid lines. In our empirical
fit, the efficiency tends toward zero for σ=1 (i.e., in the limit
of nonrelativistic reconnection) and 1 for σ?1 (in the limit of
ultra-relativistic reconnection).

6. Electron Acceleration Mechanisms

In order to understand the dependence of the electron
spectrum on β, it is instructive to investigate the physics of
electron acceleration in our simulations. To this end, we follow
individual trajectories of the highest-energy electrons in order
to identify where they gain most of their energy and what the
physical processes responsible for their acceleration are. We
focus here on a few representative high-energy electrons. In a
forthcoming paper, we will explore the physics of electron
acceleration in greater detail.
We show in Figures 15 and 16 examples of representative

trajectories of electrons accelerated in low- and high-β
simulations, respectively. The electron in the low-β case
belongs to the main component of particles accelerated by
reconnection, whereas the electron in the high-β case belongs
to the additional spectral component that emerges at β∼βmax.
In each panel, the vertical axis represents time in units of the
Alfvén crossing time tA. In panel (a), the background color
shows a 1D slice of the density, taken along the plane of the
current sheet. The temporal evolution of the x location of the
particle is shown with a sequence of points, with the color
corresponding to the particle’s energy, starting with cyan and

Figure 13. Electron power-law slope as a function of β (horizontal axis) and
for different values of σ (different colors, as indicated in the legend). The
power-law indices of the main nonthermal component (i.e., the one starting
from the thermal peak) are depicted with filled circles, while the power-law
indices of the additional high-energy bump that appears for β∼βmax (i.e., in
the simulations marked with asterisks in Table 1) are indicated with crosses.
The solid lines show our empirical fit in Equation (3). Beyond β∼0.1, the
electron spectra become very steep, and so our estimates are less robust (for this
reason, our fitting curves for β0.1 are plotted as dotted lines). The values of
βmax for each σ are indicated with vertical dashed lines.

Figure 14. Electron nonthermal acceleration efficiency ò as a function of β
(horizontal axis) and for different values of σ (different colors, as indicated in
the legend). The solid lines show our empirical fit in Equation (5). For each σ,
the solid lines extend up to maximum allowed β, i.e., βmax=1/4σ.

3 In principle, for β3×10−3, the slope can take on an even simpler form
and be written as p 1.8 0.7 s+ .
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evolving toward pink. In panel (b), the orange line presents the
time evolution of the y position of the particle. Its first
interaction with the current sheet (i.e., at y= 0) is marked with
the dashed horizontal line. Note that the x position of the
particle depicted in panel (a) can be meaningfully compared
with the background density only when the particle is close to
the y=0 plane, where the density slices in panel (a) are taken.
In panel (c), we show the electron Lorentz factor γ. In panel
(d), we plot the quantity Ez/βABxy measured at the particle
location, i.e., the out-of-plane electric field Ez divided by the in-
plane magnetic field B B Bxy x y

2 2 1 2= +( ) and the dimensionless

Alfvén velocity 1Ab s s= +( ) . This will prove to be a
useful diagnostic of the particle acceleration mechanisms for
the following reason: reconnection outflows move at roughly
the Alfvén speed, so the electric fields carried by a magnetic
field Bxy are expected to be E Bz xy,ideal Ab~ , in ideal MHD. On
the other hand, in regions of strong magnetic dissipation (e.g.,
at X-points), nonideal electric fields can largely exceed the
MHD expectation. Because of that, when the ratio E Bz xyAb
exceeds unity, it is likely that the particle is experiencing a
strong nonideal electric field, which can serve as an efficient
particle accelerator.

6.1. Electron Acceleration at Low β

We show in Figure 15 a representative high-energy electron
extracted from a simulation with σ=0.3 and β=3×10−4.
For this case, we have presented the temporal evolution of the
particle density in Figure 1 and of the electron and proton
energy spectra in Figure 3.
A comparison of panels (b) and (c) demonstrates that the

electron is first accelerated when it interacts with the current
sheet for the first time. During this first interaction with the
layer, the particle experiences a value of Ez/βABxy larger than
unity (see panel (d)), indicating that the acceleration is driven
by nonideal electric fields. In fact, panel (a) shows that during
this acceleration episode, the electron is located in one of the
underdense regions associated with X-points. Accelerated by
the nonideal electric field, the electron Lorentz factor at the
X-point quickly increases from γ≈1 to 20.
The electron is then trapped in a secondary plasmoid, which

can be identified in panel (a) as the yellow structure that the
particle orbit follows at 1.2t/tA1.7. While in the
plasmoid, the electron energy stays nearly constant, aside from
a moderate increase (by roughly a factor of two) when the
electron moves from the trailing to the leading edge of the
plasmoid at t;1.3 tA.

Figure 15. Representative electron trajectory from a simulation with σ=0.3 and β=3×10−4
(simulation B1), whose temporal evolution of particle density and

energy spectra is presented in Figures 1 and 3, respectively. The vertical axis represents time in units of the Alfvén crossing time tA. The background color in panel (a)
shows the spacetime diagram of particle density, composed of a sequence of 1D slices taken at y=0 (i.e., along the plane of the current sheet). The temporal
evolution of the particle x location is overplotted with points, whose color corresponds to the electron energy (from cyan at the initial time to pink at the final time). In
panel (b), the orange line represents the time evolution of the particle y position. Its first interaction with the current sheet is marked with the dashed horizontal line. In
panel (c), we show the electron Lorentz factor γ. In panel (d), we plot the temporal evolution of the quantity E Bz xyAb measured at the particle location, which proves
to be a useful diagnostic of the particle acceleration mechanisms. We find that the electron (and, in general, all high-energy electrons in low-β runs) is accelerated by
nonideal electric fields at X-points, either in the main layer or in current sheets formed during plasmoid mergers.
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At t;1.7 tA, when the plasmoid merges with the boundary
island, the electron lies between the two. At the interface of the
two merging structures, a current sheet forms along the y

direction, i.e., perpendicular to the main reconnection layer
(e.g., see the interface at x≈−1500 c/ωp in Figure 1(c)). As it
happens for the main layer, the newly developed current sheet
breaks into a series of secondary plasmoids separated by
X-points. At one of such X-points, the nonideal electric field
further increases the electron energy up to γ≈103. The role of
the nonideal electric field in this episode of acceleration is
evident in panel (d), where E Bz xyAb peaks sharply at
t;1.7 tA. Its negative sign is consistent with the fact that
the nonideal electric field between merging plasmoids is
expected to have the opposite direction of that in the main
layer.

While many low-β electron trajectories resemble the one we
have presented here, some electrons show only one episode of
acceleration, analogous to either the first or second stage shown
in Figure 15. In other words, some electrons pick up all of their
energy at an X-point during their first interaction with the
current sheet, while others are accelerated at current sheets
formed when secondary plasmoids merge with each other or
with the boundary island. In either case, in low-β simulations,
all of the high-energy electrons are predominantly accelerated
by nonideal electric fields associated with reconnecting
magnetic fields, either at the primary X-point, at secondary
X-points, or in current sheets formed during plasmoid mergers.

6.2. Electron Acceleration at β≈βmax

We show in Figure 16 the trajectory of a representative
electron from a simulation with σ=1 and β=0.16. This is
the simulation that shows the strongest signature of the
additional high-energy component appearing at late times for
β≈βmax. The temporal evolution of the corresponding
electron spectrum is shown in Figure 12.
Two phases of energization are seen in the time evolution of

the electron energy in panel (c). The first episode, when the
electron’s Lorentz factor increases from γ≈2×103 to 104, is
associated with the first encounter with the current sheet.
However, panel (a) shows that the electron here interacts with
the unstructured outflow, not with an X-point as in the low-β
case. As a result, the value of E Bz xyAb∣ ∣ along the electron
trajectory is much smaller than in the low-β case. In fact, most
of the inflowing electrons in this simulation experience this
acceleration episode at their first encounter with the current
sheet, regardless of where they interact. Since such an
energization phase is common to the majority of electrons, it
should be regarded as bulk heating, rather than nonthermal
particle acceleration. Indeed, an electron with γ≈104 (as
appropriate for the electron in Figure 16, after the first
energization episode) would not belong to the high-energy
spectral component seen in Figure 12 (which lies at
γ2×104).
In its second energization episode, the electron is accelerated

up to γ≈7×104 after it reaches the outskirts of the boundary
island at t;tA. At this point, its energy is within the energy

Figure 16. Electron trajectory from a simulation with σ=1 and β=0.16 (simulation C7), as a representative case of particles (both electrons and protons) belonging
to the additional high-energy component appearing for β≈βmax. The temporal evolution of the corresponding electron energy spectrum is shown in Figure 12. See
Figure 15 for a description of the content of the panels. We find that most of the particle energy gain comes from a Fermi-like process while the electron is bouncing
between the reconnection outflow and the edge of the boundary island.
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range covered by the high-energy component in Figure 12.
From t;tA to t;1.2 tA, it stays confined between the
boundary island and the reconnection outflow. We attribute the
energy increase in this phase to a Fermi-type process between
converging flows (i.e., the reconnection outflow and the
boundary island) for two main reasons: (i) as in the first phase
of energization, this second episode does not arise from a
strong nonideal electric field, which would be expected for
X-point acceleration; and (ii) the fractional energy gain is
comparable between the first and second phases of energiza-
tion, as expected for a Fermi-like process (see the next
subsection).

We find that all of the highest-energy electrons in β≈βmax

simulations show this Fermi-type acceleration as they get
trapped between the reconnection outflow and the boundary
island. The highest-energy protons in β≈βmax simulations
also display the same acceleration physics as electrons, which
explains the similarity between the energy spectra of the two
species (compare the red and cyan lines in Figure 12).

6.3. Comparing the Acceleration Mechanisms

In this subsection, we present a few qualitative arguments to
justify why X-point acceleration plays a more significant role at
low β, whereas the Fermi process is predominant at high β
(and, more specifically, at β≈βmax). We defer a more detailed
analysis of the physics of particle acceleration to a future study.

First, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, low-β simulations display
a much higher number of secondary plasmoids and, conse-
quently, secondary X-points than high-β runs. It follows that
the fraction of inflowing electrons that is likely to enter the
current sheet at the location of an X-point—where it can be
accelerated by nonideal electric fields—is higher at lower β,
resulting in higher acceleration efficiencies.

Second, the strength of the reconnection electric field Ez is
proportional to the particle inflow rate (i.e., to the reconnection
rate), which steadily decreases as β increases, as shown in
Figure 7. So, the nonideal electric field will be weaker at higher
β, resulting in a slower rate of particle acceleration at X-points.

Finally, we can compare the typical energy gains expected
from one episode of X-point acceleration and one Fermi cycle
as a function of σ and β. The electron energy gain at an X-point
will be equal to the work performed by the nonideal electric
field. Setting this to be ∼0.1 βA of the upstream magnetic field
B0, we get

m c eB L0.1 , 7e e,X
2

A 0g bD » ( )

where L is the length of the acceleration region in the z

direction. If L is normalized to the proton skin depth, with
L=Ldi c/ωpi, we find
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Clearly, the energy gain for X-point acceleration is insensitive
to the initial electron temperature. On the other hand, the
fractional energy increase per Fermi cycle is ∼βA, if particles
bounce between the reconnection outflow, which is moving at
∼vA, and the boundary island, which is stationary.4 It follows

that

, 9e e,Fermi Ag b qD » ( )

and if protons and electrons are set up in temperature
equilibrium, this becomes
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This simple argument shows that, for fixed σ, X-point
acceleration will provide a larger energy gain at low β, whereas
the Fermi process will be energetically dominant in the high-β
regime.

7. Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated with large-scale 2D PIC
simulations the physics of nonthermal particle acceleration in
trans-relativistic reconnection, covering a very wide parameter
space in σ and β and employing the physical proton-to-electron
mass ratio. For four values of the magnetization (σ=0.1, 0.3,
1, and 3), we have explored a wide range of β, from β=10−4

up to the maximum possible value of β, that is, βmax≈1/4σ.
We find that the electron spectrum in the reconnection region

can be generally modeled as a nonthermal power law, but the
properties of the spectrum are strongly dependent on β. At
β3×10−3, electron acceleration is efficient, and the
electron spectrum is dominated by a hard power law. Its slope
is insensitive to β and depends on σ as p 1.8 0.7 s+ , in
agreement with the result by Werner et al. (2018; who
considered a single value of β=0.01). By tracking a large
number of particles in our simulations, we find that in this low-
β regime, electrons are primarily accelerated by the nonideal
electric field at X-points, either in the initial current layer or in
current sheets generated between merging magnetic islands.
At higher β, the electron power law steepens significantly,

and the electron spectrum eventually approaches a Maxwellian
distribution for all values of σ. In other words, the efficiency of
nonthermal electron acceleration approaches zero. At high
values of β near βmax≈1/4σ, when both electrons and protons
start relativistically hot, the spectra of both species display an
additional component at high energies, containing a few
percent of particles, which are accelerated via a Fermi-like
process by bouncing between the reconnection outflow and the
stationary magnetic island at the boundary of our periodic
domain.
For the main population of nonthermal electrons (i.e.,

excluding the additional component emerging at maxb b ),
we provide an empirical prescription for the dependence of the
power-law slope and acceleration efficiency on β and σ. We
also measure the inflow rate (i.e., the reconnection rate) as a
function of β and σ and find that, for a given σ, the
reconnection rate steadily decreases with increasing β.
Our results can provide a physically grounded prescription

for nonthermal electron acceleration via magnetic reconnection
in a regime relevant to hot accretion flows like Sgr A* at our
Galactic center (e.g., Ressler et al. 2015, 2016; Ball et al. 2016;
Chael et al. 2017; Mao et al. 2017). When implemented as
subgrid models into global MHD simulations, our findings
have the potential to unveil the origin of the flaring behavior of
Sgr A*

(Ponti et al. 2017).
We conclude with a few caveats. First, our simulations have

employed a 2D setup, and it will be important to see whether
3D effects alter the physics of electron acceleration and the

4 We are also implicitly assuming that the converging flows are nonrelati-
vistic, which requires σ1 (so that the Alfvén speed is nonrelativistic).
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resulting electron energy spectra. Second, we have only
considered reconnection setups with no guide fields and equal
electron and proton temperatures. However, for application to
accretion flows around black holes, we generally expect
nonzero guide fields in reconnection regions (Ball
et al. 2018) and protons to be significantly hotter than those
in electrons. We will explore these effects in future studies.
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Appendix A
Effects of Box Size

Previous studies (e.g., Werner et al. 2018) have shown that
in a larger computational domain, the electron power law tends
to steepen, but it extends to higher energies. In this Appendix,
we investigate the dependence of our results on the size of the
computational box for both a low-beta case (σ=0.3 and
β=0.006; Figure 17) and a high-beta case (σ=1 and
β=0.16≈βmax; Figure 18). While in Werner et al. (2018),
the extent of the computational domain in the direction along
the reconnection layer was L r120x e,hot= or smaller, here we
explore the dependence on box size up to much larger values:
for the low-beta case up to L r1178x e,hot= and for the high-
beta case up to L r5426x e,hot= .5

In Figure 17, we show electron spectra extracted from four
simulations with fixed σ=0.3 and β=0.006 but having
different box sizes, with L c 1360x pw =( ) , 2720, 5440, and
10,880 (corresponding to L r 147.2x e,hot = , 294.5, 589, and
1178). We integrate each simulation until 2tA in order to ensure
that we are comparing simulations that have reached similar
phases in their evolution. By selecting an integration time as
long as 2tA, we also ensure that the particle energy spectra are
no longer significantly evolving. In terms of plasma timescales
(e.g., p

1w- ), this will correspond to evolving larger systems to
later times. For easier comparison, the normalization of the
spectrum is scaled by Lx

2µ - . We find a systematic trend of
steeper slopes of the electron nonthermal tail at larger boxes. In
the inset of Figure 17, we present the dependence of our best-fit
slope on the domain size (notice the log-linear scale). In our
two largest boxes, the slope seems to saturate at p;3.5.
Because Lx=5440 c/ωp is the choice employed in the main
body of the paper, this gives us confidence that we are
capturing the asymptotic properties of the electron nonthermal
spectrum. While the slope seems to saturate for the two largest
boxes, the high-energy cutoff of the spectrum keeps steadily
increasing, albeit at a slower rate than the linear scaling found
by Sironi et al. (2016) in relativistic pair reconnection. Even
larger domains will be required to assess the asymptotic scaling
of the high-energy cutoff with domain size.
In Figure 18, we investigate the dependence on box size of

our results for a suite of five simulations (see the legend) with
σ=1 and β=0.16, a case that displays the additional high-
energy component appearing when β≈βmax. We find that the
presence of this additional component can be captured only in
large domains and is virtually undetectable in the smaller boxes
(see the cyan and orange lines). The normalization of the
additional component (i.e., the fraction of particles it contains)
is a weak function of domain size, but its high-energy cutoff
linearly increases with increasing box size. This can be seen in
the inset by comparing the data points for Lx3000 c/ωp with
the linear scaling of the black dashed line. This emphasizes
once more the importance of large simulation domains in

Figure 17. Electron spectra at t≈2 tA from simulations with fixed σ=0.3 and
β=0.006 but having different box sizes, as indicated in the legend. Inset: electron
power-law index as a function of box size. We find that as the box length increases,
the power-law index gets larger (so the nonthermal tail steepens).

Figure 18. Electron spectra at t≈2 tA from simulations with fixed σ=1 and
β=0.16 but having different box sizes, as indicated in the legend. This is a
representative case with β≈βmax, which for sufficiently large boxes shows an
additional high-energy spectral component. Inset: dependence of the high-
energy cutoff (indicated in the main plot by the vertical dashed lines) on
domain size, which shows that for large boxes, the high-energy cutoff scales
nearly linearly with box size (the linear scaling is indicated by the dashed
black line).

5 In Figures 17 and 18, the legend indicates the box length in units of the
electron skin depth c/ωp, rather than the Larmor radius r m c eBe e e,hot

2
0s= of

a relativistic electron with Lorentz factor m me i i es s= , which was the unit of
length in Werner et al. (2018).
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unveiling the physics of trans-relativistic magnetic
reconnection.

Appendix B
Effects of Boundary Conditions and Initial Setups

In the simulations presented in the main body of the paper,
we trigger reconnection at the center of our computational
domain, and we employ periodic boundary conditions in the
direction of the reconnection outflows (see Section 2). In this
Appendix, we explore the effect of different choices of
boundary conditions (outflow versus periodic) and initial
setups (untriggered versus triggered). For the untriggered runs
presented here, we use periodic boundaries and employ an
initial current sheet that is thinner than that for our triggered
runs (Δ=20 c/ωp, as compared to Δ=80 c/ωp in our
triggered runs) in order to allow the primary tearing mode to
develop quickly and produce several primary X-points in our
simulation domain. For the simulations with outflow boundary
conditions (as described in Sironi et al. 2016), we employ a
triggered setup with Δ=80 c/ωp.

We show in Figures 19 and 20 the spectra of simulations
with identical physical and numerical parameters but different
choices of boundary conditions and triggering mechanisms.
Figure 19 shows the low-β case with σ=0.3 and β=0.006,
whereas Figure 20 presents a high-beta case with σ=1 and
β=0.16≈βmax. The top panels refer to early times
(t=0.6 tA), whereas bottom panels refer to later times
(t=1.5 tA). In both figures, we compare our standard choice
of triggered reconnection with periodic boundaries (cyan lines)
with the cases of untriggered reconnection with periodic
boundaries (orange lines) and triggered reconnection with
outflow boundaries (purple lines).

In the low-β case presented in Figure 19, at early times (top
panel), the spectra of triggered outflow and triggered periodic
simulations are identical, because the reconnection fronts have
yet to reach the boundaries of the domain and thus the system is
not yet affected by our choice of boundary conditions. The
spectrum of the untriggered periodic case is significantly
harder. The difference between the untriggered periodic case
and our standard triggered periodic choice persists at later times
(bottom panel). There we measure an electron power-law index
of 2.7 for the untriggered case, while the triggered simulation
has a power-law index of 3.4.

We defer a detailed investigation of the comparison between
triggered and untriggered simulations to a later study. Still, we
speculate that the difference may be due to the large number of
primary X-points produced by the untriggered setup, which can
serve as efficient sites of electron acceleration in low-β
reconnection (see Section 6). On the other hand, in our
standard choice of a triggered setup, only one primary X-point
is formed. If primary X-points are more effective in accelerat-
ing electrons than secondary X-points (which are copiously
produced in both setups), this can explain the difference in
spectral slope. Alternatively (or additionally), the difference
might be attributed to the fact that in untriggered runs, primary
islands mostly grow due to “major” mergers with other primary
islands of comparable size. It follows that the reconnection
layer formed between two merging primary islands is as long as
their width. In contrast, in triggered simulations, we have only
one primary island (the boundary island), and the “minor”
mergers of secondary plasmoids with the boundary island form
shorter layers (whose length is the width of the merging

secondary plasmoid). Since reconnection layers between
merging plasmoids play an important role in electron
acceleration (see Section 6), this might explain the observed
difference of electron spectral slopes. Our arguments are further
supported by the fact that the spectral slope in untriggered runs
shows a much weaker dependence on box size than that in
triggered runs. In fact, while the number of primary X-points
per unit length is constant in untriggered runs, it steadily
decreases with box size in triggered runs.
At late times, the run with outflow boundaries (purple line in

the bottom panel of Figure 19) has a slightly harder slope than
the triggered periodic case (cyan line). However, the difference
is smaller than the variation between the triggered periodic and
untriggered periodic cases.
We show in Figure 20 several runs with σ=1 and β=0.16.

As we have discussed in the main body of the paper, a triggered
periodic run with these physical parameters would show the
additional high-energy component appearing when β≈βmax. At
late times (bottom panel), we see this component not only in the
triggered periodic setup (cyan line) but also in the untriggered
periodic case (orange line). Aside from the small difference in the
normalization of the additional component, we conclude that its

Figure 19. Electron spectra extracted from simulations with σ=0.3 and
β=0.006 at 0.6 (top) and 1.5 (bottom) Alfvén crossing times. We investigate
the dependence on boundary conditions and initial setups. Our fiducial
triggered periodic simulation is shown in cyan, the triggered outflow case in
purple, and the untriggered periodic in orange. We generally find that the
untriggered setup gives harder electron spectra.
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presence is independent of the triggering choice. However, no such
signature is evident in the triggered outflow simulation (purple
line). This is likely due to the fact that particles belonging to the
additional high-energy component are accelerated by a Fermi-like
process between the reconnection outflow (moving at ∼vA) and
the stationary boundary island (or, for untriggered runs, one of the
primary islands). In outflow simulations, such a strong conv-
ergence of flows does not occur. Still, we expect that, for
sufficiently large domains, the velocity difference between the
unstructured outflow (moving at ∼vA) and a large secondary
plasmoid (which is slow due to being large; see Sironi et al. 2016)
will promote a fraction of electrons into the additional high-energy
component.

Appendix C
Tests of Numerical Convergence

We have checked that our results are insensitive to the choice
of number of computational particles per cell and of spatial
resolution. In particular, in Figure 21, we compare our results

for a case with σ=0.3 and β=0.006, when we increase the
number of computational particles per cell from Nppc=4
(green curves; solid for electrons, dashed for protons) to Nppc

= 16. Both electron and proton spectra are unchanged.
In Figure 22, we show the effect of doubling the spatial

resolution from c/ωp=3 cells (green) to c/ωp=6 cells
(yellow). In doing so, we increase the number of computational
cells along the current sheet and evolve the simulation for twice
as many timesteps, so that our results can be properly compared
while having the same value of L cx pw( ) and at the same time
t/tA. The main features of the electron and proton spectra (and,
in particular, the slope and high-energy cutoff of the electron
spectrum) are the same when doubling the spatial resolution.

Appendix D
Spatial Decomposition of the Electron Spectrum

Here we investigate spatial variations of the electron spectrum
within the boundary island at late times, which contains most of

Figure 20. Electron spectra extracted from simulations with σ=1 and
β=0.16 at 0.6 (top) and 1.5 (bottom) Alfvén crossing times. We investigate
the dependence on boundary conditions and initial setups. Our fiducial
triggered periodic simulation is shown in cyan, the triggered outflow case in
purple, and the untriggered periodic in orange. We find that the additional high-
energy component appearing in cases with β≈βmax is present in both
triggered and untriggered setups at sufficiently late times.

Figure 21. Electron (solid) and proton (dashed) energy spectra for simulations
with σ=0.3 and β=0.006, where we increase the number of particles per cell
from Nppc=4 (green) to Nppc = 16 (yellow). The spectra are computed at t≈2 tA
and observed to be nearly insensitive to the increase in particles per cell.

Figure 22. Electron (solid) and proton (dashed) energy spectra for simulations
with σ=0.3 and β=0.006, where we vary the spatial resolution from
c/ωp=3 cells (green) to c/ωp=6 cells (yellow). The spectra are computed at
t≈2 tA and observed to be nearly insensitive to doubling the resolution.
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the high-energy electrons. Specifically, we are interested in
whether each local energy spectrum is nonthermal. We consider a
simulation with σ=0.3 and β=3×10−4 and calculate the z
component of the magnetic vector potential. We then decompose
the boundary island into shells delimited by equipotential contours
with a procedure similar to that of Li et al. (2017; see the colored
shells in the middle panel of Figure 23 and compare with the 2D
density plot in the top panel). We then extract electron spectra
from individual shells (bottom panel in Figure 23, with the same
color coding as in the middle panel; we only plot spectra for the
shells belonging to the boundary island). The total spectrum
obtained by integrating over the whole layer is shown with a solid
black line. We see that for every shell, the spectrum is distinctly
nonthermal (compare with the Maxwellian, plotted as a dashed
black line), with a pronounced high-energy tail whose power-law
slope is nearly the same in all shells.

An earlier study of nonrelativistic reconnection (with σ
ranging from 0.001 to 0.1 and β from 0.02 to 0.2) argued that
the power-law spectrum resulting from reconnection may not
be a genuine power law but rather result from the superposition
of a series of Maxwellian distributions with spatially varying

temperatures (Li et al. 2017). In contrast, we find that our
spectra are genuine power-law distributions at all locations
inside the boundary island. The difference between our
conclusions and the findings by Li et al. (2017) might be
attributed to the different regime of magnetization and plasma-
β that we explore.
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